
The 3 Horizons of Eden 



The Bylaws are how we do things. 
The 3 Horizons are what we're aiming to do.

 - 
requires >⅔ ratification by next CD's before making any official statements or claims that this is what Eden is doing (media, videos, etc)



What can Eden do for you?
Potential airdrops!
Gives you access to Sybil resistant and tailored airdrops as new projects launch on Antelope chains. Only for projects that choose 
to use this feature

Potential support for your Eden-related projects!
As Eden members your project is eligible to be added to the “Official Eden Projects” Pomelo list that Delegates can use to inform 
their donations each Season

Get paid to play!
Participate in the “Political Playoffs” elections while you practice consensus building & public speaking. All while you’re earning art 
NFTs/NTTs and potentially getting selected as a Delegate (to get paid to help the Eden community thrive) as delegates you may 
use funding for your own projects, to distribute to community projects, or anything else that your campaigned on. 

Eden4All incubator & decentralized consensus building training! 
Join the circle to become a "Decentralized Governance Consultant" and help design the foundations of our future civilizations - 
and join a career path to get paid to help new communities set up their own versions of Eden - In this Circle, all our calls focus on 
up leveling our skills for dialogue, communication, consensus building, etc as we train ourselves for a new career path that doesn't 
fully exist yet.

Be part of building the future!
Be part of helping create one of the most trusted, democratic and human-governed Blockchain ecosystems (EOS/Antelope!)



Why Join Eden?
We asked existing members why they’re here:

● Friendships - having a great time with people who are inspired to create a more just, equal, and beautiful world 

● Purpose - the world needs better governance systems. Humanity needs better tools to come together and coordinate around 
things that matter, and we’re at the forefront of making it possible

● Creativity - receive EOS to create the future and build your ideas for the infinite ways you can help Eden and EOS thrive

● Skill Building - constantly improve your skills with consensus building, communication, and everything it takes to coordinate 
and inspire other humans as we practice decentralized collaboration

From Position Paper:

● Feel pride in participating in the cutting edge of community organizing.
● Feeling more connected, and a part of something bigger than themselves.
● Find economic opportunity through meaningful contribution.
● Develop more relationships, both friendships, and business related.
● Experience first hand a new way to participate in democracy.
● Have fun and be excited to share.
● Better networked with like-minded people around the world 

https://www.edenelections.com/post/eden-on-eos-position-paper-v1


Eden’s 3 Horizons

Value

Time

Grow

Trust

R&D
Main Language Eden's, Eden 

Upvote & Sybil NFT/NTT

Eden Smart Proxy, Eden Upvote for BPs, 
Curated Airdrop Lists (NFT, DAO, etc.)

Cultural Subgroups/Circles in each 
Eden, Eden Incubator "#Eden4All"



R&D / Build Foundations 
R&D Sybil resistant decentralized governance while distributing 

EOS and empowering community selected members to support 

the EOS and Antelope communities

[Language-Based Eden's] 

[Eden Upvote (elections) to distribute EOS (Sybil WPS)] 

[Sybil-Resistant NFT/NTT - Any EOS project can reference] 

Eden’s 1st Horizon



Trust
Offer improved trust and transparency in BP governance of 

Antelope chains. Offer Sybil resistant members for new Antelope 

projects to Airdrop tokens/etc, and more 

[Eden Smart Proxy - Democratic BP Selection] 

[Eden Upvote for BPs] 

[Tailored Sybil-Resistant Airdrop Lists]

Eden’s 2nd Horizon



Grow 
To help communities of verified humans, wherever they are, build 

their own versions of Eden, whatever that may be. Together. 

Powered by EOS 

[Cultural Subgroups/Circles per Eden]
e.g. Art/NFT circle in the English Eden, DAO/Dgov circle in the Korean Eden, etc

[Eden Incubator "Eden4All"]
Helping NEW people participate in the renaissance and leverage Antelope/EOS

Eden’s 3rd Horizon



Eden’s Horizon 3 Vision
To help communities of verified humans, wherever they are, build 

their own versions of Eden, whatever that may be. Together. 

Powered by Antelope/EOS



Eden DAO



#EdenCulture
Subgroups within Eden

Eden Art 
Collectors

(Ideal airdrops for new NFT collections)
-Friends!

-Art Eden dGov  
Consultants

(Ideal airdrops for startup DAOs)
-Friends!

-Eden dUniversity

Eden Homesteaders
(Setting up land based DAOs for 

local economies)
-Friends!

-Thriving through the collapse of 
modern day Rome

Eden Gamers
(Ideal airdrops for Web3 

Games)
-Friends!
-Games



#Eden4All
Eden + DAO on EOS

This process is for any community wanting to use transparent, 
decentralized, and democratic processes to do things together

From book clubs & gamer guilds to startup cities & nation states & 
everything in-between



Step 1: 

Select your Launch Team
The Launch Team is 5-7 people selected by the community using 

the “Eden Political Playoffs / Upvote Process” whom embody the 

shared consensus vision of the community



Step 2: 

 Co-Create the DAO
The Launch Team (consultant/guidance available in the Eden 

community)  sets up the community DAO (initial bylaws, circles, 

roles, quests, cultural norms, etc), naming the vision/mission and 

setting up other collaboration tools aligned with the consensus 

strategy of the community



Step 3: 

Community joins DAO
After the Launch Team has set up the collaboration environment - 

the community comes in to fill out roles, participate in the 

political playoffs, complete quests, and deliver on the 

mission/vision of the community. The community may decide to 

still use the playoffs for a myriad reasons (distribute funds, select 

missions, boards, leads, etc)



Eden Member = Consensus Builder (new career path) 

How to DAO / Consensus Games / Infinite Game designer dUniversity (proposed):

● Hosting sessions with knowledgeable players in the Decentralized 
Coordination space specifically for Eden members to join, learn, ask 
questions, etc

● Ongoing training to help Eden members become better “Decentralised 
Governance Consultants” to assist new communities in creating their DAOs

● Increasing knowledge of decentralized governance in EOS/Antelope/Eden

Consensus Games & Infinite Coordination Games 

“The purpose of the Eden Community is to demonstrate and replicate the Fractal 
Governance process” - Dan Larimer 6/21 (Eden Founder)



Bring your existing DAO to EOS with Eden!

● Tired of off-chain proposals and high fees? Join Eden and unlock 

instant and fee-free on-chain governance for your DAO

● Tired of oligarchs and insiders running your DAO? Join Eden and 

unlock the “political playoffs” which are a transparent, open, & 

democratic process for selecting leaders who share the 

consensus vision of your community 

● Join Eden: a community who’s at the forefront of experimenting 

with People-Powered & Sybil Resistant Decentralized Governance 



Consider hiring a veteran Eden member to help 
guide your community through the process:

● Eden members are constantly exercising their 
“Consensus Building” muscles during each 
election and throughout the seasons. 

● Members earn badges/NTTs/SBTs for participating 
and demonstrating their ability to reach 
consensus in competitive environments

● Consider hiring a “highly decorated” member (one 
with lots of positive NTTs) to guide your 
community through this journey 



Eden Decentralized & Fractal Governance 
Consultants Circle (proposed)

● When you join Eden you’re able to join a group of 
humans who are focused on:
○ up-leveling our consensus building skills

○ learning decentralised governance

○ becoming better consultants for other DAOs 
and communities (to help EOS expand to serve 
other communities)



Summary / Notes
By Rieki Cordon The delegates that elected me were unified around common themes of governance and participation (the how's and why's).

Summary of core themes brought by members as I see them:

A. How can Eden demonstrate its effectiveness to potentially serve as a process for selecting (or influencing the selection) of BP's on EOS? Going 
beyond this how might other groups understand how they could use Eden (like using it for a startup city, independent party, bioregional 

governance (e.g. communities coordinating locally to meet needs), multi-lateral alliances (like networked Startup cities, with industry, etc), etc)?

B. How can Eden members contribute to Eden between elections? How can one be empowered to take action and be recognized when we do?

C. What does the Eden governance landscape look like? Or, otherwise said, "How do people know how, what, where, and when to create with us 
here? 

D. Most importantly "why do people want to create with Eden?" And how can people who are inspired by this "why" actually contribute to making 
their "why's" happen with Eden?

What I aim to bring as CD (working list that I'm happy to adapt with feedback - more interested in bringing what is actually wanted than what I 
think is wanted):

1. Sense and report on the current and potential state of the Eden "Governance Landscape"

2. Ideate with other CD's proposals to bring Eden members, for extending the capacity of Eden towards organizing startup towns and cities, 
independent parties, and other causes.

3. depending on the complexity of the Eden Ecosystem or divergent governance ideas (e.g. a contested future that may require a broader 
dialogue/vote) I aim to produce an Eden branded "orientation guide" v1.0 for how existing and new members can contribute to Eden and Eden 

DAOs and tangibly move our tools and movements forward.


